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• What is leadership? → opportunity to…

– Mentor

– Inspire

– Challenge

– Teach

– Motivate

– Empower

• Opportunity to improve people’s 
lives…and your own
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• Don’t need a title to be a leader

• It’s not about “being above” others or 
commanding or controlling others
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1. Learn about leadership

• Defining “leadership”

• Successful leader has followers

– Are they willing followers? Or being forced 
to follow?

• Which is more successful?

• Follow because of their job/salary?

• Follow with their hearts? → the great leaders!



1. Learn about leadership

• Skills can be learned

– John C. Maxwell

– Ken Blanchard

– John Wooden

– Many other authors





“The ultimate measure of a man is not 

where he stands at times of comfort and 

convenience, but where he stands at times 

of challenge and controversy.”
-- Martin Luther King, Jr.

(1929 – 1968) 
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2. Embrace conflict!

• Conflict and obstacles shouldn’t defeat 
you…they should define you as a 
leader.

• Leaders cannot be great without them!

• Obstacle vs. opportunity



2. Embrace conflict!





“We must become the change we want to 

see in the world.”
-- Gandhi

(1869 – 1948) 



“You want a miracle? BE the miracle.”
-- God (Morgan Freeman in Bruce Almighty)
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3. Set the example, 
be the role model

• Exemplify…

– Ethics

– Professionalism

– Work ethic

– Humility

– Appearance

– Demeanor
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• Be a positive person!

“Be a Tigger, not an Eeyore.”
-- Randy Pausch

(1960 – 2008) 
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“She would rather light candles than curse 

the darkness, and her glow has warmed the 

world.”
-- Adlai Stevenson (addressing the UN GA 

regarding Eleanor Roosevelt, 1962) 



3. Set the example, 
be the role model

• Be a problem solver, not just identifier

“She would rather light candles than curse 

the darkness, and her glow has warmed the 

world.”
-- Adlai Stevenson (addressing the UN GA 

regarding Eleanor Roosevelt, 1962) 



• Problem “identifier” vs. problem solver

• Stop whining, stop complaining

– “Either do something about it or be quiet!”

• Don’t be a cynic…it’s a poison

– Brings everyone else down

3. Set the example, 
be the role model
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3. Set the example, 
be the role model

• Let your actions always be a positive
influence on those around you.

“Every breath, a lesson learned.”
-- Neil Whitman, PhD
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4. Learn to listen and 
understand!

“I remind myself every morning: nothing I 

say this day will teach me anything. So, if 

I’m going to learn, I must do it by listening”
[not talking].

-- Larry King

(1933 – ) 
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4. Learn to listen and 
understand!

• Understand the message behind the 
words





He said, “Come to the edge.”
But they held back.

And He said, “Come to the edge!”
And they replied, “But we are afraid!”
And He commanded, “Come to the edge!”
So they came to the edge…

A
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(1880 – 1918) 
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He said, “Come to the edge.”
But they held back.

And He said, “Come to the edge!”
And they replied, “But we are afraid!”
And He commanded, “Come to the edge!”
So they came to the edge…

And he pushed them.

A
-- Guillaume Apollinaire

(1880 – 1918) 



He said, “Come to the edge.”
But they held back.

And He said, “Come to the edge!”
And they replied, “But we are afraid!”
And He commanded, “Come to the edge!”
So they came to the edge…

And he pushed them.

And they flew!
-- Guillaume Apollinaire

(1880 – 1918) 
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• Sometimes people don’t know what 
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5. Seek out and foster 
the strengths in others

• Sometimes people don’t know what 
they are capable of until you give them 
a little push!

• Leader → help people discover 

strengths within themselves

– Cultivate and foster those strengths



5. Seek out and foster 
the strengths in others

Al Sacchetti, MD





“It’s surprising how much you can 

accomplish if you don’t care who gets the 

credit.”
-- Abraham Lincoln

(1809 – 1865) 



6. Be generous with 
credit and opportunities 

• Feel appreciated vs. taken-for-granted

• Burnout

• Give recognition publicly and frequently 
for work well-done

– Appreciation improves performance

• Teaching awards, distinguished service 
awards

• Give positive reinforcement to each-other



6. Be generous with 
credit and opportunities

• Delegate responsibility and 
opportunities

– Empowers people

– Don’t be stingy with opportunities!

“A lit candle loses no brightness 

by lighting another.”
-- Author unknown
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-- Author unknown



“Thousands of candles can be lit by a single 

candle, and the life of the candle will not be 

shortened…” Happiness never decreases by 

being shared.”
-- Buddha

(circa 563 BC – 483 BC)
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“Your destiny is to the save the world!”
-- Me 



“The greater danger for most of us lies not in 

setting our aim too high and falling short; but in 

setting our aim too low, and achieving our mark.”
-- Michelangelo

(1475-1564)



7. Expect the best from 
yourself and others!

• It is your duty to expect the most of 
others

• Push them to reach for that which is 
(seems) just beyond their reach

• Do the same for yourself!



“There is no passion to be found in playing small —

in settling for less than you are capable of.”
-- Nelson Mandela

(1918 – 2013)
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“Perfection is not attainable. But if we chase 

perfection, we can catch excellence.”
-- Vince Lombardi

(1913-1970)



7. Expect the best from 
yourself and others!



7. Expect the best from 
yourself and others!

“Don’t settle for bones!”
-- Joe Fowler



“
-- Nikhil Mattu



“…My destiny is to save you!”
-- Nikhil Mattu



Feeling out of balance?



Can you find balance?



“P
--



“Put the big rocks in first.”
-- Author unknown



8. Put the big rocks 
in first!

• Decide what your “big rocks” are

• Prioritize those things in your life

• You must schedule time for…

– Family and friends

– Hobbies

– Health

• Life is not a steady-state!

• There is always flux



8. Put the big rocks
in first!

• Every time you say “yes”…you are also 
saying “no.”



8. Put the big rocks
in first!

• Every time you say “yes”…you are also 
saying “no.”

• To add to the jar, you must also 
remove from the jar…or it will break! 



8. Put the big rocks
in first!

• Be careful that you are not taking the 
big rocks out of the jar…



Importance of Leadership

“Greater is an army of sheep led by a lion 

than an army of lions led by a sheep.”
-- Alexander The Great (Alexander III)

(356 BC – 323 BC) 
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than an army of lions led by a sheep.”
-- Alexander The Great (Alexander III)

(356 BC – 323 BC) 



Thanks for all you do!
amalmattu@comcast.net


